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· TP.e happy, graceful movements o:f a group of children in the 
kindergarten, give many people the impression· that activity in tb,.e 
kindergarten is solely :for the purpose o:f joyous' play. · A more 
thoughtful observer o:f the needs of a little· child sees that such 
activity provides an education . which. is o:f vital importance. This 
type o:f schooling not only helps a child develop during this period, 
but it lays the :foundation o:f :future health, happiness, ap.d success. 

Parents' ideas o:f what education should do ~or a child have 
changed greatly in the past :few years. They· now realize that the 
school must teach' many· things. besides· the :formal subjects of rea~
ing, number work, geography, and history ... 'r.he school must help 
every. child. to keep well, forni. good .moral.· habits, gain. general 
knowledge which may be used in everyday living, gain certain 
practical skills, and ·learn good ways o:f spending leisure time. It is 
this·broad li:fe education which the ·kindergarten tries to give: 
· Before a child reaches 6 years o:f age he bas become interested in 

many things and :formed many habits. By t~is .tip1e he has ·learned 
to talk as the older people in his home :talk.. He has learned to do 
certain. things with his hands. He probably has even learned when 
it· is no-t necessary to obey his mother, &nd how. he can get her t(j) 
do ·what he wants her to do. Many o:f his interests. and habits. are 
so firmly fixed that they show what kind~£ a person he will be when 
he grows u.p. The little child who is give:p. the right kind o:f help 
in gaining interests and in :forming .. habit~ is very :fortunate, be
cause he ·will have :fewer bad ones to get rid o:f later. . It is m11ch 
more difficult to break up bad interests and habits and put others 
in their places than it is to build new ones :from the start. . The 
correction o:f bad habits always causes pain and .suffering, not only 
:for. the child himself but :for his :fam~y and sometimes :for society 
as well. Education in the kindergarteD; acts not only .as a preventive 
o:f ills, but also as a positive contribution toward a happy and s-q.c
cessf.ulli:fe. · It starts the children right at the very beginning, and 
so exerts an influence on all later progress. 
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HEAL1H 

The kin(ierg~rten lays a foundation for health by providing so 
far as possible good hygienic conditions, Cleanliness, fresh air and 
sunshine, luncheons of milk and crackers, space for fr·ee activity, 
large blocks for building, gardens for digging, and opportunities 
for quiet and rest. Work and play in the kindergarten give ex
cellent opportunities for exercises . which develop different parts of 
the child's body. In carrying blocks from cupboard to play spaces 
the arm, shoulder, back, and leg muscles are exercised. In playing 
giants all muscles are stretched. In going through the motions of 
swimming the 'chest measure is increased. During each day the 
kindergarten teacher talks with the children about the care of the 
teeth, right.kinds of food, fresh air when sleeping at night, orsome 
other health habit which should be formed at this age. 

KNOWLEDGE 

Every: child has a great deal of curiosity about the things around 
him. By guiding these interests a child may be led to know many 
facts in . nature which will start him on his road to learning 
geography, scien6e, and . history. 'l'he fireman, baker, blacksmith, 
carpenter, grocer, and toyman, living near a kindergarten, are quite 
accustomed to visits from the children. On windy days groups of 
children · may be seen flying kites or running with pinwheels; on 
sunny days the same group may be seen chasing each others' shadows. 
At the Thanksgiving and other parties the children serve butter, 
jelly, or cookies they have themselves made. Their dolls are dressed 
in crude clothes ·for these and other occasions, but the dresses are 
n;t~de entirely by the children, who are just as earnest in washing 

·them whenever necessary. In fortunate neighborhoods it is possible 
·· to have real gardens in connection with the kindergartens. Then all 
children may help raise crops ofquickly growing flowers and vegeta
bles. In less fortunate neighborhoods the gardening has to be done 
in pots or window boxes. But even children in such neighborhoods 
are taken to the park to .play on the grass or to see the many beautiful 
flowers and other growing things. Rabbits and doves have the free- . 
dom of many kindergarten rooms, and sometimes other pets come to 
visl.t. 

The kindergarten provides many different · kinds of experiences, 
so as to awaken interests in the best things that are all about a 
child. It encourages him to express his ideas :about these experiences 
through the materials given him. These include blocks, toys, papers, 
cloth, paints, pencils, bits of wood, boxes, and scraps from home or 
other rooms in the school. ·. Through using these materials ·a child 
~ains a knowledge of form, ·size, ·number, color, and the laws of 
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design and of building. The teacher ftries to help him gain just 
enough of this knowledge to make him want more. The language 
she uses in talking about his work and play helps each to under
stand the facts hehas learned and also to fix them in his memory. 
In other words the kindergarten teacher tries to do the following 
things for every child: First, to awaken a keen interest in the world 
of things; second, to help him choose some good things to study; 
third, to help him learn something worth while about everything he 
does study; fourth, to express his ideas through the lise of correct 
language, action, and materials; and fifth, to appreciate good work-
manship. · 

CHARACTER 

Fair play, sympathy, helpfulness, and obedience to lawful author
ity are virtues which can be learned only by working and playing 
with other people. When these are learned early in life they form a 
strong foundation for the building of· character. The kindergarten 
cultivates these ·traits both 'directly . and indirectly; directly through 
supervised play . with other children and indirectly through the 
ideals held up to the children in conversation ·and · stories. Ideas of 
industry, courage, and perseverance· are deepened also by visits to 
workmen who are conscientious in their service. 

Between 4 and 6 years of age, children begin to want to play with 
other children. When they come , to the kindergarten they have 
seldom been in a group of other children of their own age, although 
they have learned how to live with older and younger people. At 
4 years of age they are selfish; they want toys for themselves, merely 
for the sake of owning them. Gradually they become willing to 
share their ·toys with other children, and before they are 6 they 
willingly ' control themselves for a short time in · order to be fair in 
waiting their turns. Many of the kindergarten exercises give oppor
tunities for a child to develop in his own peculiar and individual 
way~ but there are many times when the little citizens must take 
their places in a democratic community, each one receiving his fair 
chance. This of necessity means that each must give up · many 
things he wants, for the sake of a group purpose or for justice. 

Although the kindergarten provides many opportunities for a 
child to learn good citizenship, his growth in fair play is most plainly 
seen in the way he plays games. Early in the kindergarten year the 
children all take part in a game by doing the same things, and 
often all doing the same thing at the same time. Later .the children 
learn to be willing and able to take many different parts. These 
games have more definite rules. Every child must obey all the rules 
and wait for his turn. All must work together for the sake of play
ing the game right. 
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SKILLS 

Two traits much appreciated in the general conduct of life are 
ability to think out how to do things and ability to work alone, i. e., 
without constant direction. A good start in these can be made at 
the kindergarten age. A child learns to . take care of his own belong
ings and to use some of the easier tools, such as crayon, scissors, 
needle and thread, and hammer. He learns also that much more is 
accomplished if he starts out with a purpose in mind, and if he 
chooses the right materials for his purpose. He learns to work earn-

, estly and happily toward a result. 
But skill in using tools is· not the only kind of skill a child gains 

while he is in kindergarten. At this age· the muscles in his legs and 
arms are growng so fast that he wants to exercise them a great deal. 
This is the timeh~ learns to skip, to "hi pity hop," to run backward 
as well as forward, and to make his body do what his will tells it 
to do. For the sake of skill in using his body many kinder
gartens provide slides, climbing and swinging ropes, ladder fences, 
and walking beams. When it is . possible every child has some out
door exercise, but when the weather is bad he may use some of the 
apparatus in the schoolroom .. Skipping, marching, clapping, ahd 
many other kinds of bodily movement are learned to music so that he 
will have grace and ease of motion as well as skill. 

CULTURE 

A child's ideas of beauty are. increased and made finer in the 
kindergarten. He learns to sing simple songs, and, through trying 
to express the ideas he receives ·while li.s~ning to music, he learns 
to appreciate some of the other things that . go to . make up good 
music. He learns to retell a few of the many good stories, poems, 
and rhymes he hears, .and in talking about them and making up 
others he learns some of the reasons why they are good. He draws 
pictures which "tell a story," and models things in clay. Through 
comparing them with the many beautiful furnishings and pictures 
which surround him he begins to understand why everyone likes 
certain pr·oductions best of all. All these give many ideas of pleas
ant ways each child can direct his thought and actions in his spare 
moments. 

A spiritual influence pervades .every true kindergarten. There 
is an indescribable something which makes life better and brighter. 
Moments of greatest happiness inspire songs of praise, of love, and 
of gratitude toward the Source of all things. Some children make 
up little v:erses and stories, and others express their joy through 
rhythmic movements, or in new forms for their games. 
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Children do play in the kindergarten, but it is that serious play 
which is the best type of education for little children. Thr·ough it 
a child is persuaded to use all his energy so as to work better, to 
want to know more, and to behave better. 
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